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ABSTRACT 

The inclusion of a Cold Neutron Source (CNS) implies a major modification to a research reactor facility, and 
therefore would require issuing a revised version of the Safety Analysis Report (SAR) for its approval by the 
Regulatory Body. The support for successfully completing the licensing procedures should be considered part of 
the CNS supply, together with the design and provision of the CNS Facility itself. 

The nuclear safety of a CNS is strongly linked to the hydrogen hazard: a CNS has a large mass of a potentially 
explosive substance (namely hydrogen hereafter, be it hydrogen or deuterium), placed right by the reactor core. 
According to the international practice, the CNS Moderator Cell (boundary holding the liquid hydrogen) is 
surrounded by a Vacuum Containment that provides thermal insulation and a multiple barriers scheme to prevent 
hydrogen from mixing with water or air. This vessel should withstand any event, taking place in the CNS 
(including the hypothetical reaction should hydrogen and air mix in its interior) without threatening the reactor 
core or Safety Systems. 

A CNS generally features a “protection” system for ensuring that its operational parameters will not evolve 
beyond the design limits in a broad scenario of initiating events and accidental sequences. The overall approach to 
CNS Protection has a lot in common with the concepts of reactor safety, in terms of detecting initiating events, 
assessing the sequences and triggering a protective action. Furthermore, a CNS Protection System is likely to have 
a physical link with a Reactor Safety System, as the main CNS protective action is cancelling the heat load by 
shutting down the reactor. 

It is extremely relevant to adequately categorise each of the functions and components of the CNS systems, 
and to avoid assigning nuclear safety category to the CNS protection issues. Doing this to CNS systems 
(components or functions) may seem a “safety improvement”, but opens a gap in the coherence of the safety 
approach and could put the licensing in jeopardy. 

This paper will present a comprehensive approach to the safety and protection issues of a CNS, based on 
INVAP experience, particularly within the Replacement Research Reactor Project (RRRP) for the Australian 
Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO). 
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1. CNS INTRODUCTION: SYSTEMS, SAFETY OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

1.1 CNS components and systems 
In order to allow a practical analysis of the safety and protection issues of a CNS, which is the goal of this 

paper, a specific design will be used (reference [1]). Nevertheless, the overall approach would be valid for other 
CNS designs adjusting components’ names and functions. In this reference design, a liquid-hydrogen Moderator 
Cell is located close to the thermal flux peak in the Reflector Vessel. Hydrogen is liquefied and kept sub-cooled 
within a closed natural circulation loop through a heat exchanger. This Thermosiphon is placed within a 
zirconium-alloy CNS Vacuum Containment (VC). The latter, plus the CNS In-Pile Assembly, which includes the 
CNS Thermosiphon, the CNS Flange and all the supports and piping to the connected systems serving the CNS, is 
called the CNS In-Pile Thimble. See Figure 1. 

The entire CNS Moderator System (MS) is double-walled with an inert gas in between performing a 
blanketing function. Within the In-pile Thimble, this double wall encloses all of the Thermosiphon and is filled 
with Helium from the CNS Refrigeration Cryo System.  

Consistent with the international practice, the Vacuum Containment is designed to withstand an hypothetical 
energy reaction should hydrogen and air mix and reach critical concentrations in its interior. The hydrogen 
Moderator is, therefore, isolated from the reactor core environment (the heavy water Reflector Vessel) by three 
successive engineered barriers, each having a continuous leak detection system between them. In consequence, 
although physically close to the core, the CNS can be considered effectively outside the Reactor System.  

Besides the Moderator, Vacuum and Gas Blanketing Systems, there is a Refrigeration Cryo System (RCS) that 
removes the heat load on the Thermosiphon coming from neutronic and gamma heating. The CNS-RCS circulates 
Helium through the heat exchanger and the Helium Jacket of the Moderator Chamber, with adequate capacity to 
cope with all operational states of the CNS. 

The I&C of the CNS provides to all these systems the monitoring and control functions, and additionally 
performs a highly independent protection function. 

Figure 1: Schematic View of the CNS In-Pile Thimble 
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1.2 CNS I&C systems 
Always considering the reference CNS design as a guideline, the set of instrumentation and control systems 

acting on the CNS are the following. 
Instruments: The CNS CMS handles the signals of all the instrumentation of the CNS systems, except the 
instruments considered “internal” of the Refrigeration Cryo-System, and the instruments dedicated to protection 
function. 
RCS CS: The Refrigeration Cryo-System is a sophisticated device with its own monitoring instrumentation and a 
control system generally implemented on an industrial PLC (namely the RCS CS). This programmable logic 
includes several control loops (e.g. PID loops), and the definition of automatic sequences for shifting among 
pre-defined operational states. However, from the CNS point of view the Cryo System may be taken quite as a 
“black box” with a few input commands and a list of output parameters allowing an adequate high level monitoring. 
These inputs and outputs are links with the CNS CMS. 
CNS CMS: The CNS Control and Monitoring System monitors all CNS parameters and presents them to the 
operator at the Main Control Room (MCR) and local supervision centres. The CNS-CMS functions are control, 
process command and overall data management, for which having an updated design implies being a distributed, 
computer-based, high-availability system.  
CNS PS: The CNS Protection System monitors a few CNS operational parameters related with the protection 
function. This system is also a distributed, computer-based, high-availability system, but is implemented with 
maximised independence and may even respond to its own design requirements or specifications (for example on 
reliability). The CNS PS will be presented in further detail. 

1.3 Objectives and Requirements 
The design of a CNS has the safety objective of ensuring that its inclusion in the Reactor does not result in: 

• Any adverse effect on the safety of the Reactor Facility. 
• Any hazards of a different nature or higher probability stated or implied in the Reactor Facility PSAR.  

This leads to the following safety design requirements: 
• A barrier must be designed to withstand a hypothetical exothermic reaction should hydrogen and air reach 

critical concentration within the CNS In-pile Thimble. As this hypothetical event is the most restrictive one 
that could occur and envelops all other operational and accidental situations, such a barrier ensures that the 
CNS does not affect reactor safety. The Vacuum Containment (VC) provides this key safety feature. 

• In relation to the provision of barriers against the release of radioactive or hazardous material, the design of 
the CNS Facility includes different components (Moderator Cell, Helium Jacket and Vacuum Containment) 
and systems (CNS Gas Blanketing System) that prevent the potentially radioactive hydrogen from being 
released from the CNS. 
 
The implementation of the safety concept of defence in depth implying defence levels and physical barriers, 

and the limiting conditions for safe operation, will be presented in Section II. These concepts are applicable to both 
safety design requirements. 

From a completely different point of view, a CNS is an expensive device, and operating the in-pile part of the 
CNS is necessarily costly in time and resources. Therefore, even if not threatening the reactor safety, the damage of 
the Moderator Chamber (even without a hydrogen explosion) is taken as undesirable enough as to define its 
prevention as a general design requirement. This may be translated into specific systems requirements under a 
design philosophy similar to the concept of defence in depth used in the nuclear safety field. 

The protective function, as a concept completely separate from nuclear safety, will be presented in Section III. 
Particularly, it will be described how a dedicated I&C system (namely the CNS Protection System) ensures that the 
design limits of the CNS are not trespassed within a scheme also based on the concept of defence in depth.  

Finally, the design requirements and provisions for industrial hydrogen-safety will be presented in Section IV. 
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2. SAFETY FEATURES AND ANALYSIS 

2.1 Safety Approach 
For a CNS the overall safety approach of the nuclear industry is applicable: once a basic design is settled, 

Postulated Initiating Events (PIEs) are analysed to demonstrate that the CNS safety features and design 
characteristics cope with these scenarios while meeting safety requirements. 

Postulated Initiating Events (PIEs) are events that have the potential to challenge certain design limits. The 
PIEs for the CNS arise from the methodical analysis of the design, postulating failures of different components. 
The list must cover all aspects of the CNS design, operation and utilisation, and should present a classification of 
PIE’s (e.g. by process system) allowing the verification of list completeness. 

2.2 Example of List of PIEs and Analysis 
Using the reference design as an example, the PIEs identified for each system or component will be presented.  

For the CNS In-pile Thimble: hydrogen leak, helium leak, moderator chamber failure, moderator chamber rupture, 
light and heavy water leaks, vacuum containment rupture. 
For the CNS Moderator System: hydrogen leak, erroneous loading/unloading, hydrogen line rupture. 
For the CNS Vacuum System: helium leaks, failure of pumps, vacuum line ruptures within water and within air. 
For the CNS Gas Blanketing System: failure in hydrogen blanketing, failure in vacuum blanketing, erroneous 
loading/unloading.  
For the CNS-Refrigeration Cryo-System (RCS) the events taken as PIEs are not exactly individual failures, but 
bounding cases of set of failures. Due to its complexity, it was considered better to take the RCS by its function (as 
a Black box). The RCS PIE are high/ low helium pressure, high/ low helium temperature, low helium flow, high 
helium differential pressure in the Moderator Chamber (high helium flow). 
For external sources some events are identified: reactor shutdown with first shutdown system (FSS) and with 
second shutdown system (SSS), reactor power excursion. 

Once the PIEs are identified, the sequence of events associated to each PIE is outlined and analysed. 
Conservative assumptions are made to assess the relevant parameters of the VC affected by the evolution of 

the sequence. This way the PIEs are classified by their consequences, i.e. grouped by the conservative cases (i.e. 
reached by additional failures) in each way the integrity of the CNS VC is threatened. Each of the most demanding 
cases for a VC parameter (be it temperature, pressure, or thermal-stress) is named “bounding case”, and is analysed 
further. The calculation and analyses on the VC may include standard algorithms, analytical models or finite 
element techniques, depending on the specific event. No credit is given in the evaluation to the actuation of the 
CNS I&C Systems, be it monitoring or control.  

2.3 Design Limits and Design Basis 
The Design Basis Accidents (DBA) correspond to the “field” of accidental sequences for which a particular 

system has been designed to cope with, while remaining within its design limits. In the frame of a nuclear safety 
analysis, DBA are defined by accidents that the “Safety Systems” can cope with. 

As mentioned previously, the design requirement on the VC makes its Design Basis the combination of 
failures in the rest of CNS components, equipment or systems. This field clearly goes beyond the design limits for 
the CNS systems (Thermosiphon and CNS connected systems), meaning that the VC’s DBA includes the severe 
damage in the CNS.  

2.4 Safety Limits and Safety Cases  
The safety limits of the CNS are the design limits of the VC, in connection with keeping its integrity, which is 

the safety requirement. Taking a Zirconium alloy VC as an example, they would be: 
• Pressure loads must be compatible with the allowable stresses (must be below 240 MPa). 
• Thermal stresses of extreme accidental conditions must remain below 3[σ] = 330 MPa.  
• The VC temperature must not exceed 300°C. 

According previous explanation, the safety cases must be screened demonstrating they do not threaten these 
limits. Once again using a known CNS design as an example, these cases will be presented briefly. 
Hydrogen-air reaction Case: This sequence combines two independent (and very unlikely) events that in turn 
involve multiple failures and could lead to a hydrogen-air mixture.  
 
• A catastrophic CNS-VS pipeline rupture (i.e. both the blanket and the vacuum pipe simultaneously), by which 
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air from the atmosphere would fill the CNS In-pile Thimble. This does not immediately lead to a hydrogen-air 
reaction, but increases the probability of having it. The accident sequence following this single (multiple 
failure) PIE could be adequately handled without damage to the Moderator Chamber nor to the Vacuum 
Containment. 

• A catastrophic and simultaneous rupture of the inner and outer walls of the Moderator Chamber (Cell and 
Helium Jacket). Considering the Quality Assurance Plan applied during the design and the manufacturing 
process, the most credible failure mode for these walls is leakage. Simultaneous failure of both walls is 
extremely unlikely because there is no common-cause. Nevertheless, the accidental sequences following this 
single (multiple failure) PIE could be adequately handled without damage to the Vacuum Containment.  
If the Moderator Chamber rupture occurs immediately after the vacuum pipeline rupture, once the CNS 

In-pile Thimble is filled with air Helium and hydrogen would mix with air within the In-pile Thimble. There are 
two credible sequences following this situation: 
1. If the reactor were shutdown, there would be no energy available for the ignition of any reaction at all, and the 

mixture would be adequately handled within the associated CNS systems (CNS-VS and CNS-RCS). The 
mixture would be retained within the systems’ pressure boundaries and gradually recombined.  

2. If the reactor were operating, there would be energy available for the ignition of a deflagration as soon as the 
mixture reaches flammable concentrations at any point of the CNS In-pile Thimble. The inflammable 
concentration range for hydrogen in air ranges from 4% to 75% vol, and the energy needed to ignite a 
deflagration is only about 20 µJ.  This energy is always available in a nuclear reactor environment. Therefore, 
it would be practically impossible to reach the stoichiometric concentration, which is about 29% vol. 
Additionally, the in-flow of Helium would tend to keep the mixture away from hydrogen-air stoichiometric 
concentration. Nevertheless, the Safety Case may assume that deflagration does not take place until the 
mixture reaches the stoichiometric concentration neglecting the presence of Helium.  
 
A further level of conservative assumptions could consider that the mixture “remains” in inflammable 

concentrations “waiting” till a high-energy spark ignites a detonation. Even if there were a possibility of such spark 
or chemical reaction of other substances (which is not likely), this level of conservative assumptions does not seem 
to be credible. 

Form these, a credible and conservative initial condition is obtained, and the equivalent static pressure of the 
explosion blast on the VC wall can be estimated by well known models, rendering particular version of the 
“Pressure load Safety Case”. 

In the reference design, the CNS VC design basis is actually withstanding a detonation of stoichiometric 
concentration, disregarding the presence of Helium, although only deflagration is considered as the safety case.  

The safety analysis would continue verifying that this requirement is considered both in the Strength 
Calculation of the thinner region, and in the Stress Analysis of the VC. 
Pressure build-up Case: In the case of a Moderator Chamber Rupture Event at Normal Operation mode, the liquid 
hydrogen would spill against the CNS VC wall. The evaporating Liquid hydrogen could cause, in principle, a 
pressure build-up inside the In-pile Thimble. It is conservatively assumed that hydrogen releases into the MS 
Hydrogen Buffer Tanks only through the connecting line, disregarding the relief through the RCS helium lines. 
From these assumptions, the rate of hydrogen evaporation and the pressure rise in the CNS In-pile Thimble are 
estimated. 
The analysis may use an experimental approach (of cryo-liquids boiling) for the estimations of the heat transfer 
coefficients, while the hydraulics of the sequence is suitable of analytical or computational solutions.  
For a wide range of dimensions of VC and piping this load case is milder that the hydrogen explosion already 
described, with which this case “competes” for being the “Pressure load Safety Case”. 
Temperature Case: In the reference CNS design, when the Second Shutdown System (SSS) actuates, the heavy 
water in the Reflector Vessel surrounding the CNS VC is dumped. During this event, the heat transfer to the 
surroundings decreases and thus, VC temperature rises, being the worst case identified regarding temperature 
requirements on the VC. Numerical calculation by a finite-element model may be the adequate tool for assessing 
this temperature. 
For a wide range of dimensions of Reflector Vessel, CNS VC and Cold Beam Tubes, the increase in temperature 
after the vessel discharge is a slow process not too demanding. In any case, the CNS VC would be in a situation 
equivalent to other Reflector Vessel internals, and anyway temperatures much above 100 C would be very 
inconvenient for re-flooding the vessel. 
Thermal-stress Case: In case of an event of Moderator Chamber Failure occurring at Normal Operation mode, 
consisting in a rupture of the Helium Jacket followed by a pinhole like failure of the Moderator Cell wall, the liquid 
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hydrogen would produce a liquid jet impinging on the CNS Vacuum Containment. This wall has a temperature 
~320 K, while liquid hydrogen temperature is ~30 K. The strong heat removal by a jet could, in principle, generate 
thermal stresses in the VC wall. An upper bound of these stresses must be estimated. The thermal stresses for a 
complete rupture of the Moderator Chamber, with liquid hydrogen spilling would be less demanding. 
The estimations may be obtained by a strongly simplified analytical approach, assuring that all the assumptions 
and simplifications are conservative.  
As an example of the conservative conditions for assessing this safety case, the In-pile Thimble is assumed under 
high vacuum, and a continuous jet of liquid hydrogen is assumed to cool a small area (spot) on the wall with no 
spreading of liquid hydrogen out of the area. The diameter of the “spot” may be taken as a parameter of a 
sensibility analysis, taking as a first guess the jet length. The value of convection coefficients towards hydrogen 
and water may be maximised in critical values. 
The two-dimensional heat-conduction-transient problem has analytical solution with an expansion of the cold area 
(taking into account only heat conductivity) along the radius and along the thickness. Then, for several time values, 
the problem of thermo-elasticity is solved for the temperature field, and the maximum thermal stresses are found. 
This analytical approach may be elegant but also troublesome, while a numerical analysis may be readily used. In 
any case, the maximum thermal stresses found have to be compared with the acceptable values according to the 
applicable standards. According the margin to allowable stress, there may be a need of a more accurate assessment.  
Mechanical stress by water freezing Case: In case of the Vacuum pipeline rupture within the Reactor Pool during 
the Normal Operation mode, water from the pool would pour into the CNS In-pile Thimble. A similar case would 
be the failure of the CNS Flange (or its gaskets by multiple-failure event). In any of these cases, water would fill 
the CNS In-pile Thimble, where it might freeze against the wall of the Thermosiphon / Moderator Chamber and 
could, in principle, interact with the CNS Vacuum Containment. These cases could compete for the “Pressure load 
Safety Case” in terms of maximal stresses. 
A possible approach is to produce a conservative estimation of the maximal width of this frozen layer by a 
simplified analytical approach. The most conservative assumption is that the RCS keeps operating during the 
transient, feeding the Thermosiphon / Moderator Chamber with cryogenic helium in even colder conditions than 
nominal (the change on density that would trip the RCS is neglected).  
In this hypothetical steady state, there is a heat transfer from the Reflector Vessel heavy water to the cryogenic 
Helium through the Zr-alloy wall of the CNS VC, the water layer, an the aluminium wall of Helium Jacket. At this 
latter surface, there would be ice formation (part of water layer).  
According to the result of this numerical estimation, there is no need of more accurate assessments on the 
possibility of freezing water in the entire gap between the CNS VC and the Moderator Chamber.  

For all the safety cases presented, even if demonstrated that none of them challenges the VC integrity, it is still 
necessary to demonstrate that the perturbations beyond the VC do not produce a threat to the Reactor Core nor to 
the Safety Systems. For most of the cases this is trivial, but for the explosion case it may be necessary to calculate 
the impact of a pressure wave on safety relevant components of the reflector vessel and core structure. 

2.5 Defence in Depth for Safety  
Though the VC is the only CNS engineered safety feature, the overall CNS design is safety-oriented within a 

defence in depth strategy. There are multiple levels to prevent challenging the safety feature. By the most widely 
used convention on these levels, it would be as follows.  
Level 1: Beyond the foreseeable conservative design and QA issues, specific functional features provide level 1 of 
defence by minimising the possibility of formation of a hydrogen-air mixture during regular operation and after a 
single failure event. This is achieved by: 
• High purity hydrogen is used as the neutron moderator, with Oxygen content below 10 -3% vol. This prevents 

a reactive mixture even if all the impurity content is concentrated in the Moderator Cell. Hydrogen is analysed 
before and after filling the Moderator System.  

• Hydrogen operating pressure is always higher than atmospheric in order to exclude the ingress of air into the 
Moderator System, even in case of pipe failure. 

• Certain equipment with built-in I&C providing a continuous feedback (as a PID loop), could make this I&C 
systems be considered within level 1. 

Level 2 of defence is provided by systems acting after the first level is assumed to fail, i.e. their aim is “to detect 
and intercept deviations from normal operational states in order to prevent… from escalating to accident 
conditions”. I&C systems of the CNS provide automatic response for keeping the process systems within 
operational boundaries (avoiding barriers-threaten), or in general, supervising the correct functioning of the CNS. 
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A helium blanket around the hydrogen system ensures that after any postulated leakage event, hydrogen is 
contained without contacting air or water. The Vacuum System provides a second barrier in case the pressure 
boundary of hydrogen fails within the In-pile Thimble. A blanket around the vacuum lines prevents air ingress into 
the In-pile Thimble, in case of vacuum boundary fail. Additionally the CNS CMS, monitors the barrier integrity 
(e.g. through blanketing pressure and vacuum values), and provides means to appropriately manage hydrogen 
leaks. 
Level 3: The VC is the only CNS component providing defence at this level, isolating the Reactor Core from the 
consequences of any accident within the CNS. However, the I&C systems provide means for accident 
management.  
Levels 4 and 5 of defence imply a failure of all CNS boundaries, and therefore apply to the whole plant and are 
provided by the Reactor Facility systems (e.g. ventilation and confinement systems). 

2.6 Operational Limits and Conditions (OLC)  
The safety limits of the VC are part of a broader scheme of Operational Limits and Conditions (OLCs). An 

adequate implementation of the CNS facility should not modify either any safety limit or any limiting condition of 
the Reactor Facility, and therefore the Reactor safety analysis remains valid. The CNS OLCs are focused in the 
limits associated with the CNS itself. 

In general, OLC are a set of mandatory operational rules that include the following: 
• Safety limits. 
• Safety system settings. 
• Limiting conditions for safe operation (LCO) 
• Surveillance requirements. 
• Administrative requirements. 

As mentioned previously, the only component of the CNS that fulfils a safety function, and therefore features 
safety limits, is the Vacuum Containment. The VC is a passive component that fulfils its safety function regardless 
of operational conditions, and therefore there are no safety system settings for the CNS. 

The compliance with the LCOs prevents reaching Safety Limits (or in general Safety System Settings) and 
ensures an operation within the design basis envelope (as assumed in the safety analysis) by implementing 
defence-in-depth, i.e. ensuring that the levels and barriers are active. The LCOs include limits for operating 
parameters, requirements for minimum operable equipment and minimum staffing, together with prescribed 
actions to be taken by the operating personnel in the event of the limiting condition not being met. In some cases, 
process variables or parameters that reach a LCO initiate alarms. 

The LCOs associated with the CNS are intended to minimise the potential for a hydrogen-air reaction by 
preventing mixture, i.e. keeping conditions and barriers, and by detecting any leaks of hydrogen. 
• Oxygen content in the moderator should be kept below a level (e.g. 10 3% vol), preventing flammability  
• Moderator (hydrogen) pressure must be kept above environment pressure. 
• Blanketing pressures must be kept above environment pressure and below the Hydrogen pressure. 
• If the RCS provides a blanketing function, its pressure responds to LCO as the GBS, and the content of 

hydrogen (or tritium) should be null. 
• The vacuum level in the VC should only be broken by operating procedures keeping its function of providing 

means to detect the loss of isolating barriers. 
• Oxygen content in blanketing gas surrounding the CNS-MS has to be below a prescribed limit. 
• As an indirect LCO, the CNS I&C systems fulfilling functions of process command, data management and 

protection are required to be available and operative. 
Surveillance requirements are determined, in the CNS case, exclusively in relation to ensuring compliance 

with the LCOs. Surveillance should be carried out in accordance with appropriate written procedures. 
Administrative Requirements concern organisational structure and responsibilities, staffing, training of 

facility personnel, operating procedures, modifications, reporting, required actions following the surpassing of an 
OLC, etc.. The CNS should only introduce administrative requirements associated with itself (with LCOs and 
surveillance) and should have no impact on the Reactor Facility issues. 

2.7 Hydrogen Release Bounding Case  
Recalling the safety design requirements, it may be seen that up to this point, the analysis of this section is 

focused on one of them (affecting the Reactor Core and Safety Systems). However there is also a requirement of 
preventing the release of radioactive or hazardous material. Actually many elements of previous analysis are also 
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valid for the latter, because the barriers scheme preventing the mixture of hydrogen and air also prevent releases. 
Therefore, the Event of Hydrogen Release into the Reactor Containment is very unlikely to occur.  

In the reference CNS design, due to the provisions aimed at avoiding any possible leak, the event is considered 
to be a Beyond Design Basis Accident. The most probable place for a leak is the CNS-MS manifold, whereas the 
least probable is the Hydrogen Buffer Tank Rooms.  

Should a leakage from the CNS-MS manifold occur, and assuming it is then released from the blanketed box, 
hydrogen will rapidly rise in the Reactor Hall, mixing with air to a concentration far below the flammability limit. 
Should the leakage occur in the Buffer Tank Rooms, the provision of airflow strong enough to ensure 
concentrations below flammable limit turns into a design requirement for the ventilation system. 

Radiological consequences of a moderator leakage are well below the allowable limits for doses to operators. 
In the reference CNS design with deuterium moderator, the whole tritium inventory produced by 10 years of CNS 
operation can be released in the Reactor Hall without a significant impact on operator doses. This is mainly 
because the Tritium (molecular) DAC level is 10000 times lower than the one of tritiated water. For a CNS design 
using hydrogen as moderator, the consequences of a moderator leakage would be significantly lower. 

Thus, it can be concluded that the unlikely Event of a Hydrogen Release in the Reactor Containment is a minor 
hazard to safety and that no radiological risk to operators nor the facility follows as result of this incident. 

3. PROTECTION OF THE CNS 
Previous section outlined how a safety analysis could proceed, given a specific CNS design. However, the 

engineering effort pointing to protect the Moderator Chamber (MC) is hardly described, though protection is a 
relevant Design Goal. This is so because in the safety approach all the features and measures pointing to keep the 
Moderator Chamber within design limits are just part of “level 1” of a defence in depth scheme with several levels. 

As mentioned previously, the protection of the CNS is a high priority due to economical reasons: a CNS is an 
expensive device, and operating on the in-pile part of the CNS is necessarily costly in time and resources. 
Therefore, it may be readily justified to implement a protection scheme involving multiple levels, inherent 
responses and I&C systems pointing to detect events of potentially threatening sequences and to trigger automatic 
protective actuation. 

This is the case in the reference CNS design that will be presented following in this section. It must be kept in 
mind that the protection of the CNS is not a safety goal. 

3.1 CNS Design and Protection limits 
Design limits for most of the CNS systems fit a standard design procedure with an ample margin towards 

operational limits. For the MC the performance requirements imply minimum walls thickness, and by its location, 
the MC is the most demanded component. For the reference CNS, the design limits on the MC are: 
• Temperature on the walls must not exceed 240oC. 
• The mechanical stresses on the material should be kept below the level of 0.2% of plastic deformation, which 

may be conservatively taken in a value of 130 MPa. 
• The temperature in the bulk of the moderator should not reach the freezing point. 

The operational limits must be derived from the design limits by plant-specific procedures. Surpassing the MC 
temperature limit is prevented by ensuring the cooling function, which in turn is monitored by measuring the 
cooling-helium flow and temperature. The operation limits for these variables are defined simply by the values that 
clearly indicate that the cooling process control or regulation has failed. 

The stresses on the material must be verified against several loads. Thermal stresses arise from temperature 
difference between cooling helium and moderator, and from temperature change rate during transients. In the 
reference design these produce no restriction on operational manoeuvres. Similarly, temperature “history” is not a 
limiting parameter. 

The mechanical stresses due to pressure loads arise from static pressures (helium pressure-loss in the 
cooling-jacket is negligible in the reference design), and must be compatible with the strength calculation of each 
component of the MC.  

The pressures involved are the ones in the Vacuum Containment (V), in the cooling jacket (He) and in the 
moderator cell (H), and should be compatible with the limiting pressure-differences taken as the design loads (in 
the reference design) and summarised in Table 1. 

Table 1: Admissible pressure differences in the Moderator Cell and in the Helium Jacket 
 Inner (kPa) Outer 
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(kPa) 
Moderator 
Cell 

400 (H-He) 110 (He-H)

Helium 
Jacket 

400 (He-V) 100 (V-He)

Summarising, the operational limits are defined on the following variables (namely protection variables): 
hydrogen pressure, helium inlet pressure, helium flow, helium injection temperature and vacuum level. 
Additionally, there may be a requirement on verifying the hydrogen content in the cooling helium, as part of the 
blanketing function of the RCS and preventing releases. 

3.2 CNS Protection System Settings 
Starting with the operational limits, it is necessary to make an analysis in the style of a safety analysis in order 

to define the triggering level for each protection variable, namely the protection system settings. The point is that it 
should be verified that for the “field” of PIEs taken as the design basis of the Protection System, the accidental 
sequences are detected and the actuation leads to avoid surpassing the Moderator Chamber operational limits. 

In this issue lies an important point: if a system is categorised as a Safety System, the verification of system 
settings should assess that design basis accidental sequences are detected and the actuation leads to avoid 
surpassing the Reactor operational limits.  

Obviously there is no way to achieve this verification for a CNS Protection System. Therefore, if a CNS PS 
were mistakenly categorised as a safety system, its assessment would conclude that it does not comply with the 
required verifications, leading to two uncomfortable alternatives: 
• Keeping the category while relaxing the requirements on this specific “safety system”, which is not a 

recommendable practice for a Licensing Body. 
• Decreasing its category, which may be seen as “downgrading” the safety features of the facility. 

Over-categorising any CNS system (component or function) may initially seem a “safety improvement”, but 
opens a gap in the coherence of the safety approach and could put the licensing in jeopardy. 

The numerical values of CNS PS settings are strictly facility specific, so Table 2 will only mention if the 
triggering is by High (H) or Low (L). The actuation are either requiring a Reactor trip (Trip 1) in order to cancel the 
heat load on the Moderator Chamber, or tripping the RCS for helium pressure decrease. 

Table 2: Kind of triggering value (setting) and of actuation for each variable of the CNS 
Protection System 
Protection variable  Setting Actuation 
Hydrogen Pressure H and L Trip 1 
Hydrogen dP/dt (*) H Trip 1 
He Inlet Pressure H and L Trip 1 

L Trip 1 Helium Flow (*) 
H Trip 1 and RCS 
H Trip 1 Helium injection Temperature 
L Trip 1 and RCS 

Derivative of Helium T (*) H Trip 1 
(*): Calculated variables (not measured directly) 

 

3.3 CNS Protection System Architecture 
The CNS Protection System (CNS-PS) is an independent Safety Category 2 system whose main function is to 

monitor all the relevant variables and trigger CNS protective actions to bring the CNS to a safe condition when the 
CNS-PS settings are reached. The system as implemented in the reference design will be described. 

The CNS-PS may request a reactor trip via the First Reactor Protection System (FRPS) in order to reduce the 
nuclear heating of the Moderator Chamber. The connection between the systems features electrical isolation 
adequate to the different safety category of the systems.  
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The CNS-PS also actuates stopping the helium cooling flow through the MC. This may be achieved through a 
command to the RCS CS, with a back-up actuation on a Safety Category 2 component (e.g. set of valves on helium 
lines). 

The CNS-PS is designed based on the same approaches that a Reactor CMS. It is implemented using an 
industrial PCs network and having redundant architecture and interconnection to ensure that a single failure will 
not cause interruption of the services.  

The instruments for each CNS protection variable are redundant. The signals are conditioned and then feed the 
processors where a comparison with pre-set values is performed. Once the three values are compared and the 
results are obtained, a voting process is performed resulting in an initiating action signal feeding the actuation 
systems.  

3.4 Defence in Depth for Protection  
In order to complete a description of the CNS protective approach, featuring different levels, this will be 

described further. However, it must be kept in mind that this is only an extrapolation of the safety concept of 
defence in depth and that the protective scheme is absolutely different from the safety issues described in previous 
sections. 
Level 1: This level is implemented mainly by conservative design features and functions provided by the RCS CS, 
by control loops on helium flow and temperature (protection variables), and also on “internal” parameters of the 
cryo-system modules, e.g. on the turbine and compressors. 
Level 2: In case the regulating elements fail, the RCS CS, has a programmed logic for detecting it and triggering 
the shift of operating conditions to a controlled safe status (safe in process terms, not necessarily ensuring cold 
neutrons production). Independently, the CNS CMS monitors if CNS variables depart the “control field” (i.e. a 
restricted range of operating parameters, narrower than the “protection field”), and trigger corrective actuation. 
The RCS CS and the CNS CMS perform mutual “watchdog” functions. 
Level 3: In case the functions of previous level have rendered ineffective, the CNS PS will detect if the protection 
variables depart the “protection field”, and would trigger the foreseen actuation. 
Levels 4 and 5: After a Chamber failure, the hydrogen-helium mixture would be adequately handled within 
CNS-VS and CNS-RCS (retained and gradually recombined). It may be considered that the design provisions for 
replacing the CNS In-pile Assembly are in these levels of defence. 

4. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR INDUSTRIAL HYDROGEN-SAFETY 
As a separate issue, the presence of hydrogen in a nuclear facility demands specific design provisions 

preventing the possibility of having accidental situations associated with the hydrogen-air reaction, in accordance 
with the updated international best practice.  

The provisions are mainly related to the CNS Moderator System (CNS-MS), as the physical pressure 
boundary containing the hydrogen. It is an atypical facility when compared with the ones considered for defining 
the usual hydrogen handling. At the beginning of its operation the system is loaded with a fixed inventory, and it is 
kept with no contact with the external environment for extended periods by a pressure boundary with no mobile 
parts.  

The design basis of the CNS-MS exceeds all the requirements of the accepted international regulations for the 
safe handling of hydrogen, by its safety features:  
a) All CNS-MS components are located in an inert gas atmosphere. Nitrogen and Helium are used in closed 

confinements at pressures higher than atmospheric in such a way to avoid any air and hydrogen contact. 
b) The blanketing gases are continuously monitored in pressure and sampled to verify composition.  
c) Pneumatically actuated valves use Nitrogen gas keeping the controlled atmosphere inert. 
d) Electrical energy and the sources for ignition are limited and minimised: solenoids for valves are located 

outside the blanketing and electrical intrinsic safe barriers are located in the electronic instrumentation. 
e) Pressure gauges are located remotely, via transducers, avoiding potential leaks of hydrogen in manned areas. 
f) Hydrogen pressure is monitored redundantly. 
g) The fire load in areas where hydrogen is stored or routed is minimised. 
h) Beyond those required by the Building Code, dedicated sprinklers activated by temperature are installed. 
i) The Hydrogen Buffer Tanks account for most of the system volume, and they are manufactured with strict QA 

and QC. 
j) Automatic operations instead of manual are performed when possible. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS  
The design of a CNS is the result of different aspects imposing requirements on the CNS systems: 

performance, nuclear safety, reliability and investment protection, industrial hydrogen safety, etc. 
As was presented in this paper, it is perfectly possible to develop a comprehensive engineering approach for 

all of these inter-related aspects. Particularly it is possible to produce a design based on all the requirements and 
guidelines of the best international practice on nuclear safety.  

This approach allows the elaboration of a sound and comprehensive Safety Analysis Report, ensuring by 
defence in depth that the CNS has no adverse impact on the Reactor Facility nuclear safety. 

At the same time, the CNS design may feature a protection approach effectively minimising the risks of 
reaching design limits of the Moderator Chamber, therefore preventing costly operations on the reactor In-pile part 
for potential replacements of CNS components. 

The similarity between protection and safety schemes should not mislead on a very relevant issue: the 
protection of the CNS is not a safety goal.  

As explained through this paper, over-categorising a CNS system (component or function) far from producing 
a “safety improvement”, may open a gap in the coherence of the safety approach presented in a PSAR and could 
put the CNS licensing in jeopardy. 
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